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Abstract—Disruptions in flight software are dangerous, as
they can cause a temporary loss of mission-critical functions.
In this paper we propose Needlecast, a library for booting
NASA core Flight System (cFS) applications on-the-fly, while
producing minimal disruptions to software execution. Needlecast
results in negligible downtime, maintaining scheduled deadlines
for mission-critical processes.
Our proposed solution has three parts: a sending cFS instance,
a network switch, and a receiving cFS instance. Applications
in the sending cFS instance regularly broadcast their serialized
states to the network switches. Network switches can forward
received states (and their associated files) to any registered cFS
instance. Receiving cFS instances listen for forwarded data on a
global receiving socket, load the given applications dynamically,
update their states, and resume their scheduled execution.
Using a single example application, we show that our end-toend latency is ∼200x faster than loading cFS from a cold restart
(the standard alternative). Furthermore, we develop a simple
model to determine whether a cold restart or Needlecast is more
appropriate, depending on the applications being loaded.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The NASA core Flight System (cFS) is a widely-used
framework for spacecraft flight software. A cFS instance is
home to one or more cFS applications, which follow a static
schedule to perform periodic tasks while meeting their respective deadlines. Traditionally, cFS applications have been manually installed/updated by operators on the ground. However,
this technique leads to significant communication latency and
can interrupt a running cFS instance. For significant changes, a
costly reboot may be required. There is no current method for
storing/transferring states, resulting in significant data-loss on
transfer. Mission-critical systems can be temporarily crippled
due to this loss of state, leaving the spacecraft vulnerable.
To address this, we must migrate both the application and
its execution state from one cFS instance to another. To ensure
a smooth transition, both machines should maintain nominal functionality during application transfer, and applications
should not be required to recompute data (unless it is specific
to the computation environment).
In this paper, we propose a novel method for dynamically
migrating application states (application code and its variables)
between cFS instances. Our implementation, Needlecast, is an
extension for NASA’s cFS, and provides a minimalist interface
for state migration and dynamic application linking. Using
Needlecast, an application can begin running on one cFS

instance, transfer to another instance, and continue running
with minimal data loss.
This protocol is not an end in itself, but a precondition for
many future NASA applications. Once such state-sharing protocols are sufficiently mature, engineers will be able to develop
more robust fault tolerance, inter-spacecraft load balancing,
frictionless application updates, and continuous integration
(CI) practices for spacecraft.
II. BACKGROUND
A. The NASA core Flight System (cFS)
The core Flight System (cFS) is a reusable framework,
code library, and set of programming standards developed
at NASA. It was proposed to combat the increasing costs
of flight software, and was anticipated to expedite NASA’s
standard software development cycle. Having a common,
highly-modular software framework allows developers to treat
programs from past missions as an ”app store” (similar to
the aptitude repository), reducing development time. Additionally, application reuse eliminates significant testing time, as
unmodified applications do not have to be tested again after
development.
The cFS framework also provides a method for dynamically
linking applications mid-mission. This is incredibly useful, as
it empowers developers on the ground to respond to software
crises in mid-flight.
B. The NASA cFS Scheduler Application (SCH)
SCH is a specialized cFS application that controls all other
applications via a precomputed schedule, and is therefore is
included in most cFS instances. This schedule is determined
by two tables: the schedule table and the message table. The
schedule table describes the static execution order, and specifies what applications will run at what time using major and
minor frames. A major frame refers to a single pass over the
entire table, and is defined by the Major Time Synchronization
signal from the core Flight Executive1 (cFE) TIME Services.
The schedule table also contains a configurable number of
minor frames composed of a variable number of software-bus
messages. cFS applications create pairs of associated softwarebus messages and tasks, and store them in the message table.
Applications subscribe to the command pipe, where they listen
1 cFE
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